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Abstract. One of the most challenging problems in Cybersecurity is
the identification and prevention of port scanning, which is the primary
phase of further system or data exploitation. This paper proposes a new
statistical method for port scan detection, in addition to preventive and
corrective counter-measures. The suggested solution is intended to be
implemented at the Internet Service Provider (ISP) side. The proposed
solution consists of aggregating NetFlow statistics and using the Z-score
and co-variance measures to detect port scan traffic as a deviation from
normal traffic. The experimental results show that the proposed method
achieves a high detection rate (up to 100%) within a time frame of 60
seconds.
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1 Introduction
The Internet is drastically expanding in terms of number of users, number of applications, and number of connected devices [1]. This will result in a huge amount
of generated data to be digitally stored and available online. Having a heterogeneous set of connected devices with different capabilities presents new security
challenges and vulnerabilities. This will attract cyber criminals to exploit and
control vulnerable Internet connected devices. Cyber attacks go through multiple phases before achieving a successful exploitation. The first phase is the
reconnaissance of the target, which can be either active or passive reconnaissance. Port scanning is one active reconnaissance technique to probe a server
or host for open ports. Ports are usually numbered from 0 to 65535. The ”Well
Known” ports are within the range of 0 to 1023 and have been assigned by
the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) to well-known protocols and
applications [2].
During a port scan, attackers send a message to each port, one at a time.
The received response from each port determines whether this port is opened or
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closed. The scan can be conducted on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or
User Datagram Protocol (UDP). According to SANS, port scanning is the most
popular technique used by attackers to discover vulnerable services/devices and
to exploit them [3].
The most common tool used for port scanning is NMAP [4]. The attacker
can perform scan on a single Internet Protocol (IP) address (host) or a subnet
of IPs (hosts). The attacker can also choose to scan a specific port or a range of
ports. NMAP can be used to perform many types of scanning (See Fig. 1). The
major types are mainly known as follows:
– TCP Syn Scan: connects quickly to thousand of ports without completing
TCP handshake.
– TCP Connect Scan: a full connect scan that completes the three-way handshake to the target.
– TCP ACK Scan: sends packets with ACK flag set. If the port is open, the
target will send an RST packet in the reply. If the port is closed, the target
will ignore the packet.
– Xmas Scan: sends a set of flags to create a nonsensical interaction. If an
RST packet is received, it means the port is closed, otherwise, the port is
considered open.
– UDP Scan: sends an empty UDP packet to every targeted port. If no response
is received the port is considered open, otherwise, if ICMP type 3 (destination
unreachable message) is received, it means the port is closed.

Fig. 1: Port Scan Taxonomy
In this paper, we propose a new port scan detection method based on NetFlow statistics. NetFlow is a network protocol developed by Cisco for collecting
and monitoring IP network traffic. New measures are proposed based on flows
statistics to differentiate between port scan and normal traffic based on the count
of unique contacted port numbers and IP addresses. The experimental results
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conducted on an ISP collected data-set, containing port scan attack traffic, show
that the proposed method achieves a high detection rate with low false positive
rate.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the existing port
scan detection techniques. In Section 3, we present our proposed detection solution. The experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude in Section 5.

2 Related Work
In this section, we review the most recent port scanning detection techniques.
In [5], a mathematical model for detecting anomalies caused by port scan attacks
has been proposed. The proposed solution relies on constructing a set of vectors
based on the IP-address of the sender, and the packets’ TCP flags. Based on
assumption that normal traffic patterns are known, the model calculates the
frequency of occurrence of TCP flags. The negative likelihood logarithm is used
to define the anomaly packets index. In [6], Balram et al. considered the count
of TCP control packets to detect TCP SYN scan by training a Neural Network
model. The counts of TCP SYN, SYN-ACK, and FIN packets were used to train
the model to differentiate between attack and normal behaviors. The authors
simulated the TCP SYN scan with multiple probe delays from 5 to 300 seconds.
They found out that they cannot rely on the RST flag for detection, instead the
calculation of the difference between incoming SYN and outgoing SYN-ACK
were the key features for detection.
An adaptive threshold for detecting various types of port scans based on using time independent features set was proposed in [7]. The approach consists of
updating the threshold by relying on a fuzzy-based detector. Tested on DARPA
98/99, the proposed solution presented a high false positive rate when traffic is
destined to servers. Additional features should be added to the solution in order
to address this issue. Another study relied also on the fuzzy logic to analyze
various traffic parameters in order to detect port scan. The solution in [8] relied
on the time average between received packets by destination/victim, the number
of sent packets by source, and the number of received packets by the destination/victim. The results showed the effectiveness of the proposed method when
multiple attackers are scanning a single target at the same time. Also, a recent
port scan detection method that used the fuzzy rule interpolation was presented
in [9].
In [10], a new port scan detection approach was proposed using time-based
flow size distribution sequential hypothesis testing (TFDS). This solution can
be applied in transit networks, where only unidirectional flows’ information is
available. The authors realized that the scanners produce small flows with equal
byte size and thus, they adopted the Flow Size Distribution (FSD) in bytes for
modeling the scanning activity to build the FSD entropy metric. The FSD for
each source IP is used to build and update the likelihood ratio table. Repeti-
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tive likelihood measures were used to detect scanning activity. Profiling of IP
addresses is another technique that was proposed for detecting TCP SYN scan
in [11]. IP profiling consists of constructing profiles for each IP address participating in TCP connections. The whole theory is built on the assumption that a
scanner leaves more initialised TCP handshakes half-open. If the attacker does
not send ACK request within 30 seconds of receiving the SYN ACK, it will be
flagged as an attacker, otherwise the traffic will be considered normal. Although
this detection method can be easily bypassed by using full connection scanning
techniques, yet it showed promising results when applied on several data-sets.
Moreover, deep learning and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms were
used in [12] for detecting scan attempts. In the deep learning case, the features
were extracted automatically while in SVM, a supervised machine learning, the
researchers selected all fields as features. Deep learning performed much better
than SVM, where 97.80%, and 69.79% detection rates were achieved, respectively. Also, a set of recent solutions that are based on deep learning were presented such as [13,14,15,16,17,18,14,19].
However, in this paper, we consider a lightweight scan detection technique
built on top of NetFlow protocol. NetFlow is a network protocol introduced by
Cisco to collect traffic/flows statistics at the router interfaces. Handling huge
amount of traffic at the network core or the ISP side, NetFlow is a good candidate for extracting flows statistics without burdening the network with new
APIs or add-ons to extract measures for port scan detection. In this context,
this work considers the Z-score and co-variance measures derived from NetFlow
statistics. Moreover, this work considers the combination of different features
such as the count of destination IP addresses, the count of source and destination port numbers, and the packet size distribution. Thus, the contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:
– Proposing a customized NetFlow aggregation targeting the two main scan
strategies (single host port scan and sub-net port scan).
– Presenting a fast and reliable statistical approach to detect different types
of port scan based on Z-score, co-variance and mean values.
– Proposing a mitigation process to block further communication between the
attacker and victims, at the ISP level.

3 Proposed Port Scanning Detection
The proposed port scan detection method consists of 5 main steps as illustrated
in Fig. 2, and detailed below.
3.1 Data Collection
At this stage, the incoming traffic statistics are collected for a regular interval of
time such as one minute. This is possible by configuring the NetFlow exporter
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µ
σ
CVSP
CVDP
CVDA
ZSCSP
ZSCDP
ZSCDA
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Table 1: Table of notations
Definition
Mean
Standard deviation
Coefficient variation of the number of source ports per group of
source and destination IPs
Coefficient variation of the number of destination ports per group
of source and destination IPs
Coefficient variation of the number of destination addresses per
group of source addresses and destination sub-nets
Z-score of the number of source ports per group of source and
destination IPs
Z-score of the number of destination ports per group of source
and destination IPs
Z-score of the number of destination addresses per group of
source addresses and destination sub-nets

Fig. 2: Proposed port scan detection scheme
on the edge router to send all the NetFlow statistics to an external surveillance
device (i.e. NetFlow collector). The port scan was performed on several targets
from different sources and a time table was updated each time a scan is performed, with the type of attack, source IP and target. Based on the time table,
the data-sets were manually labeled.
3.2 Data Aggregation and Features Extraction
In this step, the collected traffic NetFlow statistics are aggregated. Port scanning
can target a single address or an IP sub-net. For this reason, we propose two
data aggregation methods as follows:
– For sub-net scanning, we focus on knowing if a source IP communicated
with different destination IPs in the same sub-net on different destination
ports; that is why the traffic is grouped by source address, destination subnet, destination port, and transport protocol. After grouping the flows, the
number of distinct destination IPs is counted.
– For single device scanning, we focus on knowing if a source IP communicated
with a single destination IP on multiple distinct ports; that is why the traffic
is grouped by source and destination IP addresses, and the count of unique
source and destination port numbers is calculated for each group.
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3.3 Filtering Process
Filtering is a very essential phase to obtain correct results. In normal conditions,
the flow of traffic contains hundreds or thousands of connections from one single
IP address to another single IP address. If we keep these records, it will definitely
affect the standard deviation and mean values during the statistical analysis.
Thus, we keep only the flows that serve the purpose of each conducted test.
Concerning the sub-net scan, the filtering process should eliminate all the flow
records, if the source IP address communicates with less than 4 destination
IP addresses, and also filter and remove packets that do not share the same
size. During sub-net scan, the attacker communicates with multiple IP addresses
within the same sub-net. In this case, eliminating traffic from one source IP
address to less than 4 destination IP addresses will only keep potential sub-net
scan flows. While in case of single host port scan, the filtering process should
eliminate all the flow records if the source IP address communicates with less
than 4 port numbers on the same destination IP address. During single host
port scan, the attacker communicates with a range of port numbers on a single
host. In this case, eliminating traffic from one source IP to destination IP, if the
number of distinct destination port numbers is less than 4 will only keep the
potential single host port scan traffic.
3.4 Statistical Analysis
At this phase, the aggregated filtered statistics are analyzed using the Z-score
metric (see Algorithm 1. The basic Z-score formula for a feature x is:
(x − µ)
(1)
σ
where µ and σ represent the mean and the standard deviation of each feature
in the aggregated traffic, respectively.
z=

Sub-net Port Scan The NetFlow is grouped per source address, destination
sub-net, destination port number, and protocol. For each group, the count of
unique destination addresses is calculated. During TCP scan, the attacker tries
to probe the open ports by sending packets containing TCP flags and making
assumption based on the response. These packets have the same size and are
destined to different IPs within the same sub-net. The count of distinct TCP
packets sizes is also computed. The Z-score of the count of unique destination
IP addresses for each group is calculated.
Single Host Port scan The NetFlow statistics are grouped per source and
destination IP addresses. For each group, the count of unique destination port
numbers is calculated. In addition, the count of unique source port numbers is
calculated for TCP packets to avoid false positive alarms in case of communication between a client and a server. While the count of source ports is calculated
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for UDP, because for example, NMAP uses the same source port for scanning.
The Z-score of the count of unique destination ports and the Z-score of the count
of source ports for each group are calculated.
These values are used as input to the next step. The aggregation can be seen
as a form of non-reversible compression. The advantage of this step is to reduce
the required processing complexity and storage overhead. Thus, the following
detection features are selected and used for each scan method:
– TCP based sub-net port scan: the count of unique destination addresses and
the count of distinct packet sizes.
– UDP based sub-net port scan: the count of unique destination addresses.
– TCP based host port scan: the count of unique source port numbers and the
count of unique destination port numbers.
– UDP based host port scan: the count of source port numbers and the count
of unique destination port numbers.
3.5 Detection Process
For each aggregated filtered flow, the obtained Z-scores of the selected features
are compared to the corresponding threshold values that are based on the coefficient of variation (CV). CV represents a statistical indicator for the dispersion
of data points in a data set (series) around the mean. It is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, and it is a useful statistical metric for comparing
the degree of variation from one data series to another, even if the means are
different. CV is computed as illustrated in the following equation:
CV =

σ
µ

(2)

Accordingly, a port scan is detected if the obtained Z-score values of these
features are greater or equal to the corresponding thresholds (see lines 7, or 10
of Algorithm 1 & line 9 of Algorithm 2). These thresholds are set based on a
training step (initial step), and depend on the ISP profile (traffic and network
characteristics). Using static thresholds is not practical because they need to be
updated manually each time a bandwidth upgrade takes place. In addition, they
might lead to false positives and false negatives. To make the proposed solution
based on a dynamic threshold, the Z-score value of each feature is compared to
its CV.
Sub-net Port Scan In case of sub-net port scan, the attacker tries to connect
to a single or multiple ports for each destination address in the same sub-net.
The scan will increase the mean value and standard deviation of the count of
unique destination IPs for the same sub-net in the data-set, which leads to a
high CV of the count of unique destination IPs. By Calculating the Z-score of
each feature for each group, the group of source IP address, destination subnet, and protocol will have a high Z-score value in relation to the count of
unique destination address. Since we have the CV value of the count of unique
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destination IP addresses, we can compare it to the Z-score of count of unique
destination IP addresses of each data point; there is a slight difference between
the behavior of TCP scan and UDP scan. While studying the results of the
approach, we realized that the TCP scan traffic always produces a CV of the
count of unique destination addresses higher than 1, while UDP scan always
produce Z-score higher than the mean value of the count of unique destination
addresses.
– In case of TCP, If the Z-score of unique destination addresses is higher than
the CV, and the CV of the count of unique destination addresses is higher
than 1, the flow is considered an outlier compared to the rest of the flows
(see line 7 of Algorithm 1).
– In case of UDP, If the Z-score of unique destination addresses is higher than
the CV, and the count of unique destination addresses is higher than the
mean, the flow is also considered an outlier compared to the rest of the flows
(see line 10 of Algorithm 1).
Host Port Scan In case of host port scan, the attacker will try to connect
to multiple ports on the scanned host. The scan will increase the mean value
and standard deviation of the count of source ports and the count of unique
destination ports of the affected group of communication between one IP and
another in the data-set, which leads to a high CV for each affected feature.
By Calculating the Z-score of each feature for each group, the group of source
addresses, destination addresses, and protocol will have a high Z-score value
for each selected feature (count of source ports and destination ports). Since
we have the CV value of each feature, we can compare it to the Z-score of
each corresponding feature. If the Z-score of source port count and Z-score of
destination port count are higher than the CV of the corresponding feature, it is
considered an outlier compared to the rest of the flows (see line 9 of Algorithm 2).
It should be indicated that the Z-score is a well known method for the detection of outliers. Applying the Z-score on each feature for the aggregated flows
clearly reveals the outliers, but each type of scan has its own characteristics.

4 Experimental Setup and Results
In this section, we explain the implementation of the proposed port scan detection scheme in details.
4.1 NetFlow Collection
For data collection, the set up was implemented in an ISP network taking into
consideration the full traffic visibility. NetFlow is a network protocol introduced
by Cisco which collects IP network traffic statistics as the packets flow in or out
of an interface. A virtual machine based on Centos 7.0 was deployed on Vmware
ESXi 7.0 as a NetFlow Collector. The NetFlow capture daemon (nfcapd), a part
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Algorithm 1 Subnet port scan detection algorithm
Input: Aggregated Flow AF
Output: R
1: procedure R = Detection(AF )
2:
N IP ← N umberof Rows(AF )
std(CDA )
3:
CVDA ← mean(C
DA )
4:
for i ← 0 to N IP do
5:
ZSCDA ← Zscore(CDA )
6:
P rotocol ← V alue(CP R )
7:
if |ZSCDA | ≥ CVDA &&|P rotocol| = T CP &&|CVDA | ≥ 1 then
8:
TCP subnet scan detected on DA subnet
9:
end if
10:
if |ZSCDA | ≥ CVDA &&|P rotocol| = U DP &&CD A >
mean(CDA )&&CVDA ≥ 1 then
11:
UDP subnet scan detected on DA subnet
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end procedure

Algorithm 2 Single host port scan detection algorithm
Input: Aggregated Flow AF
Output: R
1: procedure R = Detection(AF )
2:
N IP ← N umberof Rows(AF )
std(CDP )
3:
CVDP ← mean(C
DP )
std(C

)

4:
CVSP ← mean(CSPSP )
5:
for i ← 0 to N IP do
6:
ZSCDP ← Zscore(CDP )
7:
ZSCSP ← Zscore(CSP )
8:
P rotocol ← V alue(CP R )
9:
if |ZSCDP | ≥ CVDP &&|ZSCSP | ≥ CVSP then
10:
Single host port scan detected on DA
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end procedure

of the nfdump tool, was installed on the NetFlow Collector virtual machine to
capture all the incoming flows. The NetFlow exporters of two Cisco edge routers
(ASR 9K) have been configured to send the traffic to the NetFlow Collector;
each router was configured to send the NetFlow statistics to a different port
on the traffic Collector. Two instances of the ”nfcapd” were launched to listen
on two separate ports, each port is dedicated for one router. The ”nfcapd” was
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configured to save the captured flows of each router in a separate file, every one
minute.
nfcapd -w -D -l /flow_base_dir/router1 -p 12345
nfcapd -w -D -l /flow_base_dir/router2 -p 12346
The traffic statistics from both routers were collected for one month. Multiple
port scans were performed during the mentioned period and a time table was updated after each performed scan to differentiate the normal traffic from the scan
traffic. The nfcapd saves the files in raw format. The saved files are converted,
by the ”nfdump” tool, to the Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format.

4.2 Data Aggregation
A python script was written to customize the aggregation of NetFlow statistics
and to visualize the captured flows. The script is based on the concept of grouping the flows by two different methods in order to capture the different scan
strategies. The first aggregation method is based on aggregating the flows with
the same source address, destination sub-net, and same destination addresses
(See Fig. 3a & Fig. 3b). The second method is based on aggregating the flows
with the same source address, destination address, count of source ports, and
count of unique destination ports (See Fig. 4a & Fig. 4b).

(a) UDP based sub-net port scan

(b) TCP based sub-net port scan

Fig. 3: An example of grouped and aggregated NetFlow of UDP and TCP based
sub-net port scan
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(a) UDP based Host Port Scan

(b) TCP based Host Port Scan

Fig. 4: An example of grouped and aggregated NetFlow of UDP and TCP based
host port scan

(a) UDP based host port scan Z-score results (b) UDP based subnet port scan Z-score results

Fig. 5: An example of grouped and aggregated NetFlow of UDP and TCP based
host port scan Z-score
4.3 Port Scan Detection
The approach was tested on the collected data-set, the Z-score of each feature was
calculated and compared to the threshold, which is in our case the CV for each
feature. The results indicate that records with positive Z-score are suspicious and
could indicate that port scan is being conducted on the targets. But with the
comparison of CV to each feature’s Z-score value, we can validate the approach.
The results shown in Fig. 3b for TCP based sub-net scan and in Fig. 3a
for UDP based sub-net scan, clearly show that using the coefficient of variation as a dynamic threshold is efficient for correctly detecting sub-net port
scan. The results shown in Fig. 6 indicate that the sub-nets 213.204.124.0/24 &
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Data-set Name
Normal1
Normal2
Normal3
Normal4
TCP1
TCP2
TCP3
TCP4
UDP1
UDP2
UDP3

Table 2: Tested data-sets
Scan Type Protocol Target
None
None
None
None
Full connect TCP
212.98.156.0/24
Full connect TCP
213.204.124.0/24
213.204.110.0/24
Syn scan
TCP
212.98.156.0/24
Syn scan
TCP
213.204.110.170
UDP scan UDP
212.98.156.0/24
213.204.124.0/24
UDP scan UDP
213.204.124.0/24
UDP scan UDP
213.204.150.183

Ports
21,22,80,8080
and 22
22
Well Known Range
and 5060
17185
Multiple ports

213.204.110.0/24 have received connections from a single source address 108.166.122.103
on 250 different destination addresses in each sub-net.
Fig. 7 shows that the score value became higher and above the threshold
of CV, which is also higher than 1, when sub-net scan is detected. By reviewing Fig. 3b, we can conclude that the sub-net port scan was on port number 22. The CV threshold was 1.94 while the Z-score for the two sub-nets is
2.23 taking into consideration that the next group of communication in Fig. 3b
(third row) between the source IP 45.55.21.196 and the sub-net 213.204.110.0/24
has a Z-score value of -0.33. This clearly indicates the abnormality on the first
two sub-nets, 213.204.124.0/24 & 213.204.110.0/24 from the attacker source IP
108.166.122.103.
Another sub-net port scan test was performed on UDP ports. Fig. 3a shows
that the sub-net 212.98.156.0/24 received 23 requests on port 5060 from the
source IP 169.54.223.124 and the subnet 212.98.124.0/24 received 25 requests
on port 5060 from the source IP 169.54.223.118, while the next group in row
212.98.124.0/24 received only one request from 46.227.2.150. The Z-score values
of the scanned sub-nets are above 40, while the rest are below zero and the mean
value of destination address count is more than 1. Reviewing Fig. 5b shows that
threshold was 1 and all the normal traffic has Z-score values below 0, while the
two scanned sub-nets 212.98.156.0/24 & 212.98.124.0/24 have a Z-score value
higher than 40 for destination address count.
For TCP based host port scan, the results shown in Fig. 8 indicate that
a single host received connections form a single source address on 100 unique
destination ports. By reviewing Fig. 9, it is clear that when host port scan is
detected, the Z-score values of source ports and destination ports counts were
relatively higher and above the threshold line. The CV of source port is 2.69
while the Z-score of source port is 2.99 and the CV of destination port is 1.68
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while the Z-score of the destination port is 2.77, and the next group in row has
negative Z-score values in both source and destination ports.
The same concept was applied to UDP based host port scan as shown in
Fig. 4a. The scanned host received 20 connections on 20 different ports. In the
UDP host scan, there are two thresholds, the source port count and destination
port count, and in order to consider that a port scan was performed, the Zscore of both values should be above the threshold (see line 9 of Algorithm 2).
Reviewing Fig. 5a, we see that there are multiple points crossing the threshold
regarding the source port, but only one point has the value of 61 crossing the
threshold of destination port, while the next in row is negative.
The same procedure was applied on all data-sets listed in table 2, and it
showed 100% true positive and 0% false negative alerts. Some of the tested
data-sets did not contain any port scan (Normal1, 2, 3, and 4) while the others
contained multiple types of port scan targeting a single host and sub-nets.

Table 3: Execution Time
Data-set Name Size in MB Number of Rows Loading Time Detection Time
TCP1
8
28621
0.453
0.125
TCP2
10.3
29011
0.582
0.234
TCP3
10.2
28740
0.469
0.187
TCP4
9.8
31711
0.4056
0.187
UDP1
11.6
32670
0.5309
0.11
UDP2
9.6
31050
0.406
0.156
UDP3
9.5
30781
0.468
0.078

Fig. 6: Sub-net port scan results
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Fig. 7: Sub-net port scan Z-score results

Fig. 8: Host port scan results

Execution Time In this part, the required execution loading and detection
time of each data-set are computed. The loading time represents the time taken
for each data-set to be loaded in the memory, and the detection time represents
the computing time needed for flow aggregation, filtering, and detection of port
scan presence. Table 3 shows these results. It indicated that the loading and
detection time varies according to the collected flow size for 60 seconds. The
average time for loading data-set is 0.47 second, the average time taken for
detection is 0.15 second. Consequently, this indicates clearly that the proposed
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Fig. 9: Host port scan Z-score results
solution requires low latency to detect any listed port scan attack variant and
especially in the context of huge volume traffic (ISP).
4.4 Proposed Mitigation Process
Based on the statistical results obtained from the previous phase, the ISP may
update the Access Control List (ACL), on the edge routers, to block the communication between the attacker and the destination sub-nets or addresses to
avoid any further communication between them for a specific period of time.
To perform this action, a Secure Shell (SSH) user should be added to the edge
router with privileges to create and remove ACL. When port scan is detected,
the sensor should connect to the edge router via SSH and append the access list
based on the detected scan as follows:
– HOST based: access-list 101 dynamic testlist timeout 10 deny ip host #AttackerIP# host #ScannedIP#
– Subnet Based: access-list 101 dynamic testlist timeout 10 deny ip host #AttackerIP# #Scanned Subnet# 0.0.0.255
The above commands will add a dynamic access list to the edge router in
order to block the attacker for 10 minutes, whenever a scan is detected. The
sensor will send the appropriate access-list based on the scan type.

5 Conclusion
Port scanning techniques are real threats to network security. They should be
detected and avoided in current and future networks. In this paper, detective,
preventive and corrective measures against various possible techniques of port
scanning are proposed. The solution is designed to be applied at the ISP level,
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and it is based on a statistical lightweight scheme. Technically, this method aggregates and filters NetFlow statistics, and then statistical analysis is performed
to detect port scan traffic by using the Z-score and co-variation metrics. To
guarantee the detection of a port scan, the proposed method requires 60 seconds. The experimental results showed that high detection rate (up to 100%)
can be achieved using simple measures with a low false positive rate (0%).
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